
chocoMe Spring is here with a Multitude of Intoxicating Flavours
chocoMe unveils if first preserve and introduces a number of delicious new chocolate selections

Following its Easter delicacies, chocoMe continues its chocolate-y spring spectacle with collections of its 

most popular desserts. Recipient of an unmatched number of awards – including several international 

accolades –, the Hungarian manufactory surprises its customers with a brand new product category: chocoMe 

demonstrates its relentless dedication to quality and heavenly flavours as it enters the world of preserves. 

The Petit 21 triple selection contains both well-known and new flavours that have earned a combined total of 

seven awards at international chocolate competitions. 

Bite-sized chocolate squares with raspberry infused filling  

Bite-sized milk chocolate squares with Piemonte hazelnut praline and Ethiopean Harrar coffee filling

Bite-sized dark chocolate squares with mango infused filling 

The special selection caters to the tastes of both milk chocolate aficionados and dark chocolate connoisseurs. 

 

Another triple treat comes in the shape of the exclusive Voilé 3 selection which is a novel combination of three 

best-selling and multiple award-winning chocolate coated dessert specialities. 

Three personalities, three flavours.

Candied Spanish orange peel coated with dark chocolate and spiced with cinnamon and clove

Candied ginger coated with dark chocolate

Mango slices coated with dark chocolate

Once again, chocoMe fills the season with a multitude of flavours and 

dessert specialities that bring true joy to our customers who can remain 

faithful to their long-time favourites, now returning as wondrous choco-

triplets, as well as find a new favourite in the newly introduced chocoMe 

mango-pineapple preserve which seduces with its radiant sun yellow 

colour and exotic, sophisticated yet mystifying flavours, turning each day 

into a celebration of gastronomy. 

These newest chocoMe products are available as of 22 April through the following link: 

https://chocome.hu/products/ujdonsagok

Celebrating its eleventh anniversary this year, chocoMe 

remains committed to innovation and perfectionism despite 

the less-than-regular circumstances of the past year. After 

nearly one hundred international accolades, the manufactory 

revolutionises yet another field of confectionery. Mango is a 

firm favourite fruit of chocoMe’s, and its dreamy rendezvous 

with pineapple from Costa Rica results in a unique preserve 

with reduced sugar content. 

For further information please contact: 
chocoMe Kft.
1135 Budapest Kisgömb utca 23.
marketing@chocome.hu 
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